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TTP-BASED THREAT HUNTING  
WITH D3 XGEN SOAR AND MITRE ATT&CK

Security leaders are increasingly looking to the MITRE ATT&CK matrix to help understand and 
combat the threats against their environment. Security teams who follow ATT&CK can track 
the tactics being used by adversaries, the scope of attacks, and the efficacy of their controls—
generating critical, continuous insights for security operations.

For each technique, MITRE lists detections that security teams can use to identify the presence 
of the technique in their security data. As detection tools like EDR have become increasingly 
sophisticated, they are more likely to be able to tag alerts with ATT&CK TTPs. D3 is not a 
detection tool, so it relies on tools like EDR to make the initial diagnosis of an ATT&CK TTP in 
an ingested event. However, once the TTP has been tagged, D3 can provide critical functions by 
sitting on top of the suite of detection tools to enrich events, validate TTP correlations, eliminate 
false positives, and hunt for more traces of the attack.
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CORRELATION AND VALIDATION

ATT&CK technique detection isn’t just about endpoints. Valuable data is held in network, 
firewall, and SIEM logs, as well as DLP tools. Many of these tools are beginning to correlate 
events against ATT&CK criteria and tag the event with any detected techniques. However, this 
detection isn’t a sure thing. For example, NDR tools can have very broad detections that will 
result in a lot of false positives unless they are cross-referenced.

D3’s connectors span across the entire security stack, including EDR, NDR, firewall, SIEM, and 
DLP. So, D3 can ingest the event from the detection tool, along with the ATT&CK technique 
information, and automatically trigger a TTP-specific playbook, which includes querying the rest 
of the tools to confirm the assessment that the ATT&CK technique is present.

MITRE has recommended detections and mitigations for each technique, which can be worked 
into D3’s playbooks, allowing it to correlate and respond to the technique effectively. Playbooks 
give D3 SOAR an edge over a SIEM for this use-case, because D3 can search SIEM logs as 
part of a playbook, whereas a SIEM might have the logs from the other tools, but doesn’t have 
playbooks to orchestrate correlation and remediation.



THE MONITOR DASHBOARD

D3’s Monitor Dashboard provides a visual representation of the ATT&CK techniques and sub-
techniques detected in the events and incidents generated in the environment. The dashboard 
centralizes all the technique detections and mappings provided by integrated EDR and NDR 
solutions, which allows the organization to easily understand its security posture and take actions 
accordingly to fill gaps. 

The Monitor module also supports custom detection and mapping rules for each technique 
based on the event data that is normalized into D3’s data model fields, as well as the creation of 
custom tactics and techniques. For example, an organization could create a custom tactic that 
used ingested DNS alerts to get visibility into server monitoring.

The Monitor Dashboard can be used at various levels of the SOC. For example:

FOR ANALYSTS FOR SOC MANAGERS

A spike in the number of events that 
involve techniques associated with 
the Execution tactic could allow the 
security team to notice malware attacks 
hitting the organization and turn their 
focus to triaging the EDR alerts.

Seeing a large number of events 
associated with the Impact tactic (the 
final stage of an attack) could raise 
alarms and prompt a deeper analysis 
into their security posture.



TTP CORRELATION AND THREAT HUNTING PLAYBOOKS

D3’s low-code playbooks enable TTP correlation and threat hunting. TTPs can be added to 
events and incidents either automatically, through ingesting events that have been tagged with 
TTPs by detection tools, or manually.

D3’s Tier 3 threat hunting playbooks are designed to contextualize security events through 
integrations across the environment, connecting Identity, Email, Endpoint and Network tools as 
data sources. D3 SOAR’s robust playbook engine can scale to process complex threat hunting 
activities that can: 

• Identify connections between an event under investigation and another 
event or artifact that is known to be malicious

• Uncover the parent/child relationship of processes executed and the 
user accounts responsible

• Widen the scope across the organization and find related IOCs, such as 
other users that have received the same suspicious email or other hosts 
that contain the same malicious file hash 
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A D3 playbook monitors incoming incident data for TTP tagging from detection 
tools. So when ATT&CK technique T1003, Credential Dumping, is identified by an 
EDR tool and ingested into D3, D3 triggers the Credential Dumping playbook as 
a nested playbook within the larger use-case-based workflow.

The Credential Dumping playbook then sends notifications to the relevant 
stakeholders. It also runs a SIEM query to find all other credential dumping events 
and extract the following data:

• Powershell command line executed

• Name of the host on which the command was executed

• The user who executed the command

Simultaneously, D3 queries Active Directory to enrich the results with computer 
details, access logs, and more. The identified host information is then further 
contextualized by running an EDR query to collect more details. The host can be 
isolated based on the findings and the analyst’s confirmation. The playbook can 
also search the environment for related TTPs, based on the known techniques of 
threat actors that are suspected to be involved.

USE CASE: CREDENTIAL DUMPING
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